Overview of compatible B&G autopilot in combination with a JEFA electro- mechanical autopilot drive unit.

Compatible:

- H5000 - From software release 1.1.84 onwards. Older H5000 pilots should be software upgraded. See [https://www.bandg.com/help--support/h5000-cpu-update-procedure/](https://www.bandg.com/help--support/h5000-cpu-update-procedure/)
- H2000/H3000 ACP1, ACP2 (mk.2) – part numbers beginning BGH17... all included dynamic braking and all used with Jefa drives with no known issues.
- H1000-CUW – had secondary PCB added for dynamic braking for compatibility with Jefa drive units.

Not compatible:

- H1000-CU - no dynamic braking.
- H2000 ACP1, ACP2 (mk.1) – part numbers beginning 545- and 360- no dynamic braking.
- Network Pilot - no dynamic braking.

*Extended information on Jefa Rudder & Steering systems can be found on our website [www.jefa.com](http://www.jefa.com)*
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